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Just the Right Amount of 
Team Collaboration Essentials

Team 
Messenger
Chat & Post
File Sharing

Task
Manager
Project Management
Issue Tracking

DO MORE 
WITHOUT 
DOING MORE
AND GET 
SWIT DONE



Unlimited
Communication

Group Chat & Direct MessagesA
Enjoy an open conversation with your teams in 
public chat channels or get in touch with your 
teammates more quickly via Direct Messages.

AnnouncementsC
Make an announcement and keep everyone 
in the loop.

MentionsD
Use @ to mention a specific individual or a group of 
members to give them an alert and get in touch with 
them more quickly. Through Mentions, you can keep 
track and manage chat and tasks that require your 
attention more efficiently.

Organize Chat RoomsB
Stay organized and manage your channels via folders.
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IdeasE
Something brilliant comes to mind? 
Post it to the idea forum and get feedback 
from your teammates.

File Sharing and ArchivingG
Share all types of files, and archive 
no longer used channels.

Integrated SearchH

Whether it be message, files, tasks, 
or comments, integrated search will find it for you.

Personalized Notifications 
and Activity Settings

F

Customize the notification settings 
and user status in workspace.
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My TasksA
Stay on top of all your tasks from 
different projects in MyTasks.

Assign, follow and manage tasksC
Never let your work slip. 
Assign a task owner and followers, 
and get it done.

Projects with different viewsB
Visually manage task cards in five different project views
—Status, Bucket, Team, Timeline, and Calendar.

Status: sorts task cards by status – to do, doing, done.
Bucket: sorts task cards by projects
Team: sorts task cards by teammates
Timeline: visualizes task cards in Gantt chart
Calendar: visualizes task cards in calendar months

Powerful
Collaboration

Checklists  D
Use the Checklists to follow the progress 
of your assignments.

Track Task ActivityF
Keep track of all activities of a task card 
via Activitiy.

Categorize with tags and color labelsG
Add Tags and Color label to optimize
your search and filtering experiences.

Link tasksE
Sometimes it takes more than one. Link tasks 
and make sure you have a wholesome context 
of the project.
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Timeline & Workload
Visually manage start date, end date, and duration of a task via Timeline view. 
Get a glimpse of your team members' work via Workload view.

Calendar
Visually manage your tasks organized in calendar months.

Double the Productivity
with Half the Cost

Swit is an innovative tool to enable synchronous 
collaboration between cross-functional teams.

Right Panel
The Right Panel allows you a seamless interaction between chat and tasks. Simply drag and drop
and share a task with your chat members.
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Advanced Tier Recommended for larger teams with cross-functional
collaboration using multiple Workspaces

Analytics Get a one-glance snapshot of your workspace usage. 
Start quantifying your team members' productivity.

Authentication Keep your workspace security enterprise-level. 
Make your members sign in using SAML.

Multiple Workspaces Create as many workspaces as you need. No extra fee charged.

Cross-workspace 
Mention, Activity 
and Search

Keep your work flow via the advanced dashboard.
The cross-workspace activities, mentions, 
and integrated search allow teams to experience 
a new level of productivity.
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Integrations Third-party integrations to make your Swit experience your own.
All integrations available from the Swit Free tier.

Zoom Integration Share scheduled meetings with chat via drag-and-drop or start hosting/scheduling 
one in the right panel or in a task card.

Zapier Integration Keep track of all your zaps and access your Zapier profile in one click.
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Gmail Integration Turn your Gmail inbox into trackable tasks and share it in chat channels 
simply by drag-and-drop. 

Google Drive 
Integration

Open Google Drive in the right panel and share any files stored in the Google Drive 
to chat channels simply by drag-and-drop. 
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Storage 1TB / User

Attachments 500MB

Projects Unlimited

Tasks Unlimited

Searchable Messages Unlimited

Provides 1TB storage per user✓

Recommended for larger-sized teams working 
across multiple workspaces.

per person, per month,
when billed yearly

For Enterprises

$29.99
Advanced Plus

$34 when billed monthly

per person, per month,
when billed yearly

$19.99
Advanced

$24 when billed monthly

Storage 20GB / User

Attachments 500MB 

Projects Unlimited

Tasks Unlimited

Searchable Messages Unlimited

Cross-Workspace search

Cross-Workspace Mention

Cross-Workspace Activity Log

Cross-Workspace Advanced 
Admin Management

SAML-based single sign-on (SSO)

Invite Users in Bulk Using .csv file

Unlimited Advanced WS

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓
 

✓ 

✓

✓  

Storage 10GB / User

Attachments 250MB

Projects Unlimited

Tasks Unlimited

Searchable Messages Unlimited

Calendar

Timeline (Gantt)

Corporate exports for 
all Messages

Task sharing to Chat

Single Standard WS
+ Unlimited Free WS

All Free Features, and: All Standard features, and: All Advanced features, and:
✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

Recommended for small-sized teams with 50 members 
or fewer using a single workspace.

per person, per month,
when billed yearly

$0

For Teams

Free
$9.99
Standard

$12 when billed monthly

Storage 5GB / WS

Attachments 25MB

Projects Up to 5

Tasks Up to 300

Searchable Messages 10K recent

Chat

Ideas (Post)

Kanban

Advanced integrated Search

Advanced Notifications

Unlimited WS

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

Pricing
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Task Features

Chat Features

Private messaging

Grouping channels

Pinning messages in channels

Permission management

Real time updates

Activity tracking

Important messages

Post (Forum)

Right Panel Chat

Video Conferencing

Create and share tasks

Backlog

My tasks

Personal to-do

Status view

Bucket view

Team view

Timeline (Gantt)

Workload (Gantt)

Calendar

Templates

Reports

Data sync in all views

Create and share task in chat

Cross-project management

Cross-workspace management

File management

Notification management

Integrated search
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Swit is the ultimate in 
usability and functionality: 
An advanced, elegant, 
all-in-one collaboration app 
that puts everything - chat, 
post, file sharing, kanban 
board, Gantt chart, calendar, 
and more - inside one simple, 
stylish design.
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All-in-one. 
One-of-a-kind.



SWITCH OFF 
YOUR DAILY 
DISTRACTIONS 
AND SWIT ON. 

95 3rd St, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103

Help@swit.io

Office

E-mail

Website

Swit Community 
Workspace    

www.swit.io

community.swit.io

From team chat to PM, Swit makes everything happen 
in one! ABSOLUTELY LOVE IT! I love that I can access 
all the related attachments in one place and can follow 

through my assigned tasks more efficiently!

“ABSOLUTELY LOVE IT!!!”

Zeze H.

It combines tools I need to interact with 
a team in one place. Imagine having Trello 

combined with Slack. It’s really great!

“Perfect Combination of 
Must Have Tools”

David M. Senior iOS Engineer at SAP Concur
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